Letters to the Editor

Use of contraception outside the terms of the product licence

That it should take our experts 17 pages to explain the problem of prescribing outside the licences of contraceptive s surely exposes a credibility gap between regulation and prescribing. It seems we are now expected to know the detail of every licence of every drug we use and to tell the patient when we are outside the licence.

This is not practical advice. For example, how many of us when prescribing the progestogen-only pill from up to 5 days after Day 1 without an additional method will then explain that this might cause confusion. I suggest the answer is none! To follow the advice of the Clinical Effectiveness Unit (CEU) would be time consuming and may confuse the patient. Furthermore, what about the great majority of prescribers, within and without family planning, who do not read our Journal? How are they expected to follow this advice given? The licence system is clearly discreet, and in my opinion can safely be ignored providing one follows the best expert prescribing advice available. That surely is what we actually do and will continue to do.

Michael Cox, FRCOG, MFFP Obstetrician and Gynaecologist (Retired), Nuneaton, UK

Reply

Thank you for your opportunity to respond to the comments from Dr Michael Cox regarding our CEU Guidance on ‘The use of contraception outside the terms of the product licence’.1 Dr Cox considers that it is unnecessary and impractical to inform patients when drugs are prescribed in circumstances outside the terms of manufacturers’ product licences. He suggests that providing this information would cause confusion for patients. The General Medical Council (GMC) website includes frequently asked questions on prescribing and indicates: "some medicines are routinely used outside the scope of their licence ... where current practice supports the use of a medicine in this way it may not be necessary to draw attention to the licence when discussing its benefits and potential side effects.

Nevertheless, in the context of contraceptive prescribing, patients will receive their medicine in the manufacturer’s packaging along with the manufacturer’s patient information leaflet. This leaflet will describe the use of the medicine in accordance with the product licence. The CEU considers that a patient should always be informed about any aspects of her regimen that differ from this source of information, in order to minimise confusion and concern.

Gillian Penney, FRCOG, MFFP Honorary Director, FPFFRC Clinical Effectiveness Unit, University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, UK. E-mail: fppceu@abdn.ac.uk

Confusion surrounding liver enzyme-inducing drugs

In the CEU Guidance on ‘Drug interactions with hormonal contraception’ it states in Box 9 that ‘No evidence exists that identified omitting or reducing the pill-free interval to reduce the risk of ovulation in women using liver enzyme-inducers (Good Practice Point)’.1 In contrast, in the CEU Guidance on ‘The use of contraception outside the terms of the product licence’ it states in Box 23 that ‘Women may be given advice regarding ‘tricycling’ combined hormonal contraception ... or using liver enzyme-inducing drugs (Good Practice Point)’2 Please clarify.

Graham Davies, FRCOG, MFFP Consultant Contraception, Gynaecologist, Contraception and Sexual Health, Ella Gordon Unit, St Mary's Hospital, Milton Road, Portsmouth, Hampshire PO3 6AD, UK
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Reply

Thank you for your letter allowing us to clarify a discrepancy between two of the most recent evidence-based guidance documents from the CEU.1,2 In developing evidence-based guidance documents the CEU undertake a systematic literature review and make a search strategy. In addition to this process our Expert Group may identify publications that we have missed during our systematic review. In the development of guidance on ‘Drug interactions with hormonal contraception’1 we did not identify any published evidence to support improved efficacy of combined oral contraception avoiding a pill-free interval for women using enzyme-inducing drugs. Nevertheless, during a systematic review of its recent guidance on ‘The use of contraception outside the terms of the product licence’2 we identified one publication3 that provided some evidence to support a reduction in the pill-free interval. This evidence was taken into account in the most recent Guidance document.2

The CEU are unable to sustain ‘living guidance’, which would be actively updated as new information became available. All CEU Guidance documents are developed with the intention of being updated every 3 years. We are grateful to all journal readers and CEU members who identify errors or inconsistencies, which we will endeavour to correct and rectify, where necessary during the process of updating CEU Guidance.

Two CEU Guidance documents – those on ‘Emergency contraception’4 and ‘First combination of oral contraceptive pill’5 are due to be reviewed in 2006. We have requested feedback from Faculty members on these Guidance documents.

Susan Brechlin, FRCOG, MFFP Co-ordinator, FPFFRC Clinical Effectiveness Unit, University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, UK. E-mail: susan.brechlin@abdn.ac.uk
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Drug interactions with hormonal contraception

As the authors of the CEU Guidance document on ‘Drug interactions with hormonal contraception’1 make clear the guidance is based on the very best evidence available. But when the very-best evidence runs out, as clinicians we still have a woman in front of us who needs help: based on the next-best evidence … I argue here that, of three therapeutic contraceptive interventions for long-term users of enzyme-inducing drugs (EIDs) using the combined oral contraceptive (COC), available data suggest that eliminating as many pill-free intervals (PFIs) as possible would make a substantial contribution to effectiveness: at least as great as increasing the COC dose or adding condom use.

Yet Box 9 and on page 145 we read: “No evidence was identified that supports omitting or reducing the pill-free interval to reduce the risk of ovulation in women using liver enzyme-inducers (Good Practice Point)”.2

First, the obvious: ‘absence of evidence’ is not the same as ‘evidence of absence’, that an effect is real. In this case, where is the evidence that such shortening or elimination of PFIs would not reduce the risk of ovulation?

Second, there is evidence. A research paper reviewed by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the CEU2 itself, establishing beyond reasonable doubt that the liver enzyme-facilitated activity may return, more in some women than others; and that the longer the PFI the greater the ovulation risk. The reverse is also true, as in the very title of one of the three papers, namely ‘Shorter pill-free interval in combined oral contraceptives decreases follicular development’.2 The logic is clear: shorter PFIs is elimination; and oddly enough the CEU recognises this in Table 3 when advising on the lower-risk drug interaction with non-liver enzyme-inducing antibiotics: “If fewer than seven pills are left in the packet after antibiotics have stopped the pill-free interval should be omitted.”

Whenever there is reduced ovarian inhibition due to enzyme induction, how could standard ‘tricycling’ as recommended4 and practised for more than 20 years in the UK – by the elimination of usually three PFIs and the shortening of the fourth (since 1999, to the 4 days evaluated by Sullivan et al5) – not be advised as a definitive randomised controlled trial comparing ovulation rates in EID users on 50 µg COCs with and without tricycling, the former standard, the latter strategy that tricycling increases COC efficacy is overwhelming.

As regards long-term users of liver EIDs, the CEU Guidance rightly states that: “Information should be given on the use of alternative methods”.

By classifying use of these drugs in Category WHO 3 for the COC,6 WHO intends that the COC method “should not usually be recommended”. Hence the preferable of an alternative unaffected method, ideally a long-acting method, is not in dispute – and it has been my recommendation for many years.

But what if the woman, after good counselling, comprehensively rejects or has contraindications to the available effective alternatives to the COC? This Guidance makes no distinction between short- and long-term users. It seems that, even in monogamous relationships, a man who perceives that his partner is already ovulating might conclude that the pill is unneeded. But when the very-best evidence runs out, as clinicians we still have a woman in front of us who needs help: based on the next-best evidence …

The problem of breakthrough pregnancies with